This study proposes a new algorithm termed rain cell identification and tracking (RCIT) 8 to identify and track rain cells from high resolution weather radar data. Previous algorithms have 9 limitations when tracking non-consequent rain cells owing to their use of maximum correlation 10 coefficient methods and their lack of an alternative way to handle the variation stages of rain cells 11 during their life cycles. To address these deficiencies, various methods are implemented in the new 12 algorithm. These include the particle image velocimetry (PIV) method for motion estimation and 13 the rain cell matching rule to obtain the stage changes of rain cells. High resolution (5-min and 1-14 km) radar reflectivity data from three rainy days over the German federal state North Rhine 15 Westphalia (NRW) are used to evaluate the proposed algorithm. The performance of the new 16 algorithm is compared with a radar reflectivity map and verified by two object-oriented methods: 17 structure-amplitude-location (SAL) and geometric index. The verification results suggest that the 18 performance of the new algorithm is good. Application of the RCIT algorithm to the selected cases 19 shows that the inner structure of rainfall events in the experimental region present extreme value 20 distributions, with most rainfall events having a short duration with less intensity. The new 21 algorithm can effectively capture the stage changes of rain cells during their life cycles. The 22 proposed algorithm can serve as the basis for further hydro-meteorological applications such as 23 spatial and temporal analysis of rainfall events and short-term flood forecasting.
In the second procedure, rain cells at time t and t + ∆t are identified. Finally, a child rain cell 139 matching rule is applied for identifying the most-matched rain cells. The child rain cell matching 140 scheme considers the stage changes of rain cells between successive radar images (e.g., merge, split, 141 growth, and decay), using certain indexes for determination such as overlap, area diversification, 142 distance, and angle difference of center of mass. Before introduction of the rain cluster matching rule, 143 certain definitions were identified: (i) for two radar images at time t and t + ∆t, rain cells identified 144 from radar images at t are termed parent cells and (ii) rain cells identified from radar images at t + ∆t 145 are termed child cells. These definitions can be depicted as follows:
(2) The number of child cells falling into the boundary box is determined and their 150 properties, e.g., area, areal rainfall depth, max intensity, areal mean rainfall depth, and 151 center of mass, are selected.
152
(3) If only one child cell is searched in the boundary box and it overlaps with a parent 153 cell, then it is the most-matched rain cell. If this child cell does not overlap with a parent cell 154 and the distance and angle difference for the center of mass between it and the parent cell 155 are less than 3 × mean (Vmotion_vector) and 3 × θmotion_vector, it is also the most-matched rain cell,
156
where mean (Vmotion_vector) and θmotion_vector are the mean value of velocity and the prevailing 157 direction of the motion vector, respectively.
158
(4) If two or more child cells fall into the boundary box without overlapping a parent cell, Frerk 2012). Based on the above considerations, we applied the DWD standard Z-R relationship to 218 radar reflectivity-rain rate conversion in the application cases. classic example illustrating this problem is the well-known "Double Penalty" problem, in which 224 prediction of a precipitation object at the correct size and structure might yield very poor verification rainfall estimated results, verification associated with the geometry patterns of rain cells has not been 230 well researched or applied.
219

231
As an alternative, feature-based verification methods have been built upon the idea of 232 identifying rainfall events as "objects". With this perspective, simulated and observed rainfalls are Table 2 gives the S, A, and L index values for the geometric index objects 247 from the sim_ref and obs_ref data sets. All values were again organized based on the three selected 248 rainy days. It is evident that the index differences between the geometric index objects from the 249 sim_ref and obs_ref data sets were less than 0.05. set was the same as that for SAL objects from the obs_ref data set (except for a few cases that were 255 slightly large and flat). The converted rainfall volume for some SAL objects from the sim_ref data set 256 was less than that from the obs_ref data set; the origin that the rain cell area threshold used in the 257 RCIT algorithm was 9 km 2 , with rain cells less than this threshold ignored. However, the converted 258 rainfall volume of most SAL objects from the sim_ref data set was close to that from the obs_ref data 259 set. Location differences of SAL objects between the sim_ref and obs_ref data sets were not obvious.
250
260
Geometric index verification results indicated that the geometric pattern of geometric index objects 261 from the sim_ref data set was approximately the same as that for objects from the obs_ref data set (6), and the extreme 293 value distribution (EVD) was found to fit the eccentricity property shown in Equation (7).
295
where k is the shape parameter, and μ and α are location and scale parameters, respectively. For 296 μ < 0, k is above zero, and for μ < x < α, k is below zero. At the limit for k = 0, the GPD is the 297 exponential distribution.
298
f(x|k, μ, α) = ( )e ( ( ( ) ) )( ( ) ) (7) 299
, when k > 0, the generalized EVD is the Frchet distribution; k < 0 corresponds to the 300 Weibull distribution; at the limit for k = 0, it is the Gumbel distribution. that the inner structures of the selected rainy days can be expressed by the EVD. This suggests that 322 most rainfall events had a limited covering area with less intensity and short duration; rainfall events 323 with a long duration had a large covering area and high intensity. 
360
The PIV method avoids this situation. 
366
Two feature-based verification methods, SAL and geometric index, were used to test the 367 performance of the RCIT algorithm. It is shown that all verification indexes fall within in a reasonable 368 error range, confirming the good performance of the RCIT algorithm. Practical applications of the 369 RCIT algorithm in analyzing the inner structure of historical rainfall events that occurred in the NRW 370 are presented. This is the first time that the use of such a RCIT algorithm to depict the inner structures 371 of rainfall events in an urban region with a high population density has been presented. The results
372
show that the properties of rain cells in this region presented an EVD, indicating that the selected 373 rainfall events had a short duration with low intensity. Long duration events with high intensity are 374 rarely found and the stage changes of rain cells vary between events.
375
It should be noted that inputs for the proposed algorithm is not limited to radar data; other 2-D 376 remote sensing data will also be used as the algorithm inputs, suggesting the versatility of the
where Cindex is the connectivity index, NP is the number of rainy pixels above a given 409 threshold, and NC is the number of rain cells.
410
 Shape index: This index is introduced to quantitatively describe the shape discrepancy of 411 rain cells, as in Equation (9):
413
where Sindex is the single index, Pmin is the theoretical minimum perimeter, and P is the 414 actual perimeter of the rain cell.
where A is the area of the rain cell and AConvex is the area of the convex hull.
420
APPENDIX B
421
Goodness of fit testing for fitted distributions of rain cell properties
422
The GOF test determines whether a data set is well fitted with a predefined distribution that 423
gives the highest probability of producing the observed data. As such, a series of fit testing methods 424 was developed, with the commonly applied tests as follows:
425
 The K-S test is based on the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) . Given N 426 ordered data points Y1, Y2, …., Yn, their ECDF is defined as:
428
where n(i) is the number of points less than Yi and Yj, which are ordered from the smallest 429 to largest value. This is a step function that increases by 1/N at the value of each ordered 430 data point. The K-S test was developed according to the following hypotheses: H0-the 431 data follow a specified distribution; H1-the data do not follow the specified distribution. 
444
where the symbols are the same as those In Equation (12). A small value of BIC means 445 that the candidate distribution fits well with the empirical distribution.
are sorted at 5, 50, and 75 percentile levels. 
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